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EuroBar is not just a bar station; it's a hub of interaction that is thoughtfully designed to
enhance the engagement between bartenders and patrons. With everything within
easy reach, bartenders can confidently interact with guests, creating a warm and

inviting atmosphere that keeps patrons coming back for more.

WHAT MAKES EUROBAR UNIQUE?
EuroBar is a cutting-edge, fully customizable bar station that has been 
masterfully designed by renowned cocktail expert Livio Lauro. 
With a design layout inspired by European stations, we aim to simplify complexity,
catering to customers' diverse requests with true simplicity and elevating the
engagement between bartenders and patrons.

Superior bartender posture:  The most common bartender injuries can be associated with bad posture
causing injuries or pain to the lower back, shoulder and elbow. Eurobar reduces the risk of injuries by
positioning the workspace close to the bartender’s body, reducing strain on back and shoulders.
Everything has a place: Increased prep space allows for the preparation of more drinks in an
organized area. The EuroBar design focuses on optimizing bartender effectiveness and reducing
clutter. With everything conveniently within arm's reach, resulting in a more productive and
comfortable working environment.
High-quality construction:  Superior construction and raw materials ensure durability and an attractive
appearance.
Eliminates spill contamination: Right-hand ice placement reduces spills and contamination in the ice,
enhancing hygiene and beverage quality.
Convenient bottle placement:  By placing bottles on each side of the center workstation, EuroBar
reduces bartender contact with pour spouts, ensuring cleanliness and allowing easy access to prepare
drinks.
EuroBar’s cabinets and lower drawers reduces clutter, enhances aesthetics, and improves organization
of any unsightly bar necessities. 
Aesthetic appeal: Beautiful station design contributes to an attractive bar or restaurant ambiance.
Enhancing the engagement between bartenders and patrons.
Convenient trash chute: Recessed trash chute at arm's reach for easy disposal without unsightly bins.
Soda gun hose management:  Eliminates obstructive and unsightly hoses for a cleaner look and easier
access.
Hygienic ice scoop caddy: Recessed ice scoop caddy in the ice bin prevents contamination.
Recessed bottle caddy:  Strategic bottle placement for ease of access and preparation.
Consistent bar station aesthetics: More than 30 EuroBar modules and 6 pre-configured models
available without having to mix materials, heights and polishes from different manufacturers.
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